
10 PARALLEL AXIS HYDRAULIC SQUEEZE CHUTE

The 340° range of the hydraulic control arm frees the 
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Individual circuit controls for safe processing of all cattle 
sizes even with inexperienced operators
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Comes with your choice of either an electric or gas powered 
hydraulic pump.

The noise of a power pack mounted on the chute will often 
cause excessive stress and cause livestock to hesitate. For 
this reason Hi-Hog’s power pack is equipped with 37 feet    
of hydraulic hose so you can locate your power pack where 
it won’t adversely effect your livestock.

Hydraulic locks on each circuit allow for a low-pressure 
catch and a positive locked hold.

Hi-Hog’s hydraulic chute includes two side exits. Both sides 
can be quickly opened from the operator’s side for sorting, 
or releasing livestock. Both side exits come with a simple 
slide lock to prevent accidental opening.

The parallel movement of the hydraulically controlled sides 
ensure that your cattle are always centred and balanced. 

All heavy pivot points include hinge collars equipped with 
grease zerts and come pre-greased for smooth quiet 
operation.

The sliding headgate comes standard with a removable 
neck extender.  Also includes a head restraint chain.
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All latches are designed for quick and easy one-hand 
operation, even with mitts on.

Both the hydraulic headgate and tailgate open to the 
full width of the squeeze to reduce livestock stress and 
hesitation when entering or exiting the squeeze chute. 
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10 An optional sternum bar will inhibit livestock from dropping 
down in the chute.8

Each side includes two lower access doors to provide 
superior control and access. These doors swing up and lock 
safely out of your way. All solid panels are sheeted with 
hotroll and caulked to minimize noise.
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Shoulder door provides access for shoulder brands
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7 Superior quality 3/8” double braided nylon ropes for years 
of smooth, trouble free operation
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The inside of the chute is smooth with no foot traps. 8
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Parallel Axis Hydraulic Squeeze Chute
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Hydraulic Parallel Axis Squeeze 
with neck extender

Outside Length 118 9/16”

Inside Length 99”

Outside Height 99 3/16”

Inside Clearance 72 1/2”

Base Width 40”

Inside Width - Open 33”

Inside Width - Closed 12 1/2”

Weight 2,150 lbs

Item Number 1556

The gas powered hydraulic pump 
features the Honda GX160 engine. 

The GX160 is a 5.5 Net Horsepower 
Output overhead valve design 

with steel cylinder liner and ball 
bearing crankshaft, horizontal 
shaft commercial grade series of 
engines with electronic ignition 

and automatic decompressor for 
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quiet operation.

2 Horsepower electric motor. 
The motor runs on single phase 

either 110 or 220 Power. 
Provides 3,450 rpm. 5 gallon 
tank.

 

6& 115 volts (110) require 
20 amps at the pump

6& 230 volts (220) require 
10 amps at the pump

Hydraulic Pump Options

Hydraulic Pump - Electric Powered Hydraulic Pump - Gas Powered

Work Safe, Work Smart, Work Efficiently

Hi-Hog’s outstanding hydraulic chute features simple, 
quick access to all parts of the animal from either side 
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open to the full width of the chute. The parallel design of 
the headgate will virtually eliminate choking. This is an 
excellent hydraulic chute for the large cow/calf operation 
or small feedlot. 
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*This photo was taken before the neck extender was made a standard part of the hydraulic chute.

PARALLEL AXIS HYDRAULIC SQUEEZE CHUTE


